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Temperature controllers are used to maintain a constant temperature (target) in furnaces and other equipment. Typically, they include a measured input indicator and a point of view controller. They generate a control signal based on the difference between the specified value (measured input) and the
target value, and adjust the temperature according to the target value. To measure temperature, engineers can connect a variety of sensors, such as thermal boilers or RTS. To adjust the temperature, the temperature controller can send relay output, current output (4-20 mA DC) or other output to the
control (such as a heater or valve). Temperature controllers can also be used in non-temperature applications such as flow or pressure, and such devices are called pointing controllers.   Model UT75A UT55A UT52A UT32A UT32A UT32A UT32A-D Size (mm) 96××96 th 48.96A 3 3 2 2 Number of digital
inputs Maximum 8 9 5 7 4 3 Number of digital outputs Maximum 8 18 5 5 5 2 8 5 3 Communication RS-485 - Ethernet - Open Network (PROFIBUS-DP/CC-Link/DeviceNet) steps 1000 500 500 300 300 300 UT35A temperature controllers and UT32A use easy-to-read, 14-segment large color LCD display,
along with navigational keys, thereby significantly increasing the ability to monitor and operate. The ladder sequence function is included in the standard. The short depth of the controller saves the dashboard space. UT35A/UT32A also supports open networks such as The Ethernet. UT32A/MDL supports
920 MHz wireless communications.  UT32A-D is a compact digital controller with a two-cycle control. It also includes the function of the sequence of stairs. The UT32A-V,-C-R is an easily customizable singlecycle controller measuring 1/8 DIN. UT55A and UT52A temperature controllers use a easy-to-
read, 14-segment large color LCD display, along with navigation keys, greatly increasing monitoring and operation capabilities. The ladder sequence function is included in the standard. The short depth of the controller saves the dashboard space. UT55A/UT52A also supports open networks such as the
Ethernet link. UT52A/MDL supports 920 MHz wireless communications.  UT75A temperature controllers use a easy-to-read, 14-segment large color LCD display, along with navigation keys, which greatly enhances monitoring and operation capabilities. The ladder sequence function is included in the
standard. The short depth of the controller saves the dashboard space. UT75A also supports open networks like the Ethernet connection. The TC10 is a compact temperature controller of a single loop with an easy-to-read 3-color LED display. The shallow depth of the controller helps save space. The
TC10 maintains a simple configuration with codes for a quick start. The TC10-L is an FM-approved limit controller that can be configured either as a high limit or as a low limit controller by the user.  App Notes Sme Posts Frequently asked questions App Notes Media Publishing Brochures Instructions On
Software Technical Information UTAdvanced - Initial Forgotten Password on UT55A/52A/35A/32A (166KB) Training Video Temperature Controllers are used to maintain a constant temperature (target) in furnaces and other equipment. Typically, they include a measured input indicator and a point of view
controller. They generate a control signal based on the difference between the specified value (measured input) and the target value, and adjust the temperature according to the target value. To measure temperature, engineers can connect a variety of sensors, such as thermal boilers or RTS. To adjust
the temperature, the temperature controller can send relay output, current output (4-20 mA DC) or other output to the control (such as a heater or valve). Temperature controllers can also be used in non-temperature applications such as flow or pressure, and such devices are called pointing controllers.  
Model UT75A UT55A UT52A UT32A UT32A UT32A UT32A-D Size (mm) 96××96 th 48.96A 3 3 2 2 Number of digital inputs Maximum 8 9 5 7 4 3 Number of digital outputs Maximum 8 18 5 5 5 2 8 5 3 Communication RS-485 - Ethernet - Open Network (PROFIBUS-DP/CC-Link/DeviceNet) steps 1000
500 500 300 300 300 UT35A temperature controllers and UT32A use easy-to-read, 14-segment large color LCD display, along with navigational keys, thereby significantly increasing the ability to monitor and operate. The ladder sequence function is included in the standard. The short depth of the
controller saves the dashboard space. UT35A/UT32A also supports open networks such as The Ethernet. UT32A-D is a compact digital controller with a two-cycle control. It also includes the function of the sequence of stairs. The UT32A-V,-C-R is an easily customizable singlecycle controller measuring
1/8 DIN. UT55A and UT52A temperature controllers use a easy-to-read, 14-segment large color LCD display, along with navigation keys, greatly increasing monitoring and operation capabilities. The ladder sequence function is included in the The short depth of the controller saves the dashboard space.
UT55A/UT52A also supports open networks such as the Ethernet link. UT75A temperature controllers use a easy-to-read, 14-segment large color LCD display, along with navigation keys, which greatly enhances monitoring and operation capabilities. The ladder sequence function is included in the
standard. The short depth of the controller saves the dashboard space. UT75A also supports open networks such as The Ethernet link. The TC10 is a compact temperature controller of a single loop with an easy-to-read 3-color LED display. The shallow depth of the controller helps save space. The TC10
maintains a simple configuration with codes for a quick start. The TC10-L is an FM-approved limit controller that can be configured either as a high limit or as a low limit controller by the user.  To maintain a constant temperature (target) in furnaces and other equipment are used temperature controllers
brochures. Typically, they include a measured input indicator and a point of view controller. They generate a control signal based on the difference between the specified value (measured input) and the target value, and adjust the temperature according to the target value. To measure temperature,
engineers can connect a variety of sensors, such as thermal boilers or RTS. To adjust the temperature, the temperature controller can send relay output, current output (4-20 mA DC) or other output to the control (such as a heater or valve). Temperature controllers can also be used in non-temperature
applications such as flow or pressure, and such devices are called pointing controllers.   Model UT75A UT55A UT52A UT32A UT32A UT32A UT32A-D Size (mm) 96××96 th 48.96A 3 3 2 2 Number of digital inputs Maximum 8 9 5 7 4 3 Number of digital outputs Maximum 8 18 5 5 5 2 8 5 3
Communication RS-485 - Ethernet - Open Network (PROFIBUS-DP/CC-Link/DeviceNet) steps 1000 500 500 300 300 300 UT35A temperature controllers and UT32A use easy-to-read, 14-segment large color LCD display, along with navigational keys, thereby significantly increasing the ability to monitor
and operate. The ladder sequence function is included in the standard. The short depth of the controller saves the dashboard space. UT35A/UT32A also supports open networks such as The Ethernet. UT32A/MDL supports 920 MHz wireless communications.  UT32A-D is a compact digital controller with
a two-cycle control. It also includes the function of the sequence of stairs. The UT32A-V,-C-R is an easily customizable singlecycle controller measuring 1/8 DIN. UT55A and UT52A temperature controllers use a easy-to-read, 14-segment large color LCD display, along with navigation keys, greatly
increasing monitoring and operation capabilities. The ladder sequence function is included in the standard. The short depth of the controller saves the dashboard space. UT55A/UT52A also supports open networks such as the Ethernet link. UT52A/MDL supports 920 MHz wireless communications. 
UT75A temperature controllers use a easy-to-read, 14-segment large color LCD display, along with navigation keys, which greatly enhances monitoring and operation capabilities. The ladder sequence function is included in the standard. The short depth of the controller saves the dashboard space.
UT75A also supports open networks such as The Ethernet link. The TC10 is a compact temperature controller of a single loop with an easy-to-read 3-color LED display. The shallow depth of the controller helps save space. The TC10 maintains a simple configuration with codes for a quick start. The TC10-
L is an FM-approved limit controller that can be configured either as a high limit or as a low limit controller by the user.  App Notes With Posts Frequently Asked Questions App Notes Media Publications Frequently asked questions Instructions Instructions Instructions Software Software Technical
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